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Skuld has again been left stand-
ing at the altar by the Swedish
Club but a merger in the marine-
mutual sector remains a serious
possibility.

Oslo-based Skuld is financially
stronger, with free reserves of
$187m and a premium income
last year of $157m, as compared
with the Swedish
Club’s reserves of
$91m and premiums
of $114m but the latter
is seen by some as a
more attractive merger
prospect.

The Swedish Club’s
appeal is that it is
more a hull than a pro-
tection-and-indemni-
ty (P&I) club so offers a
new business line
rather than just greater
scale.

The proposed merg-
er was driven by a per-
ception that both
clubs could benefit
from economies of
scale and the official
line is that each will
now try to achieve
such an objective from
organic growth.

Skuld is growing at
around 10% per year
so is already on such a
course.

The Swedish Club is
aiming to rejuvenate
itself with a more dy-
namic approach that
will focus on cross-
selling and likely be
more hull-orientated,
where growth is per-
ceived as easier to
achieve than in P&I. 

Traditionally, the
Swedish Club insisted
on being claims leader
on the hull business it
wrote but has been successful in
developing a following account
and this will continue with other
products also being featured.
Around 30% of Swedish Club
members buy both hull and P&I
cover but this still leaves quite a
long way to go catch up with
Gard, which despite being a
much later entrant to the hull
business has managed to push

the percentage of premium
earned from owners buying more
than one class of cover to beyond
50%.

But there is also talk that the
North of England Club or even
Gard — two mutuals with estab-
lished interests in both the P&I
and hull sectors — would be in-
teresting suitors for the Swedish
Club.

Quite what went on
when the shipowner
directors of the
Swedish Club met in
Paris in November and
rejected at a relatively
late stage the proposal
to merge with Skuld
has never been dis-
closed but information
is gradually emerging
about the tenor of the
discussion.

The proposed merger
did not fail over some
problem thrown up
during due-diligence
scrutiny nor over Greek
shipowners’ concern
about the merits of the
deal, which were the
subject of immediate
conjecture when the
Swedish Club rejected
an amalgamation.

The key opposition
appears to have come
from several Swedish
owners who were
unimpressed by the
plan to have the
merged clubs’ head-
quarters and top man-
agement in Gothenburg
and feared the deal
would nevertheless
damage the local “mar-
itime cluster”.

Sources suggest
these concerns were
notably held by the
Stena group, although
it has vessels insured

by both the Swedish Club and
Skuld, as well as directors Chris-
ter Schoug and Ulf Ryder, respec-
tively, on the shipowner boards
of both mutuals.

Out of the 21 owners represent-
ed on the Swedish Club board,
six are Swedish and four are
Greek with these two contingents
cited as the most opinionated
about the merger.

Swedish Club chairman Chris-
ter Olsson of Wallenius Lines is
believed to have been supportive
of a merger with John Coustas of
Piraeus-based Danaos strongly in
favour and involved in amalga-
mation negotiations. The club’s
biggest shipowner and former
deputy chairman, Captain Vas-
silis Constantakopoulos, who
places all Costamare’s hull and
P&I cover in Gothenburg, while
sceptical of the merits of a merg-
er, indicated he would not use his
clout to block the deal.

The cluster argument theoreti-
cally points to any other suitor
being as unacceptable as Skuld
but whether this is true has yet to
be tested.

Informed sources say the clus-
ter factor was not the sole issue
that concerned the Swedish own-
ers as well as number of Greeks,

all of whom were wary about the
merits of a merger but were pre-
pared to go along with the pro-
posal.

Another issue that concerned
some owners was the fear that
there would have to be a financial
equalisation that would require
higher premiums or even a cash
contribution by Swedish Club
members as well as a fear that the
more commercially agressive
style of Skuld would lead to a
culture clash.

The financial instability that
led to cash calls at Skuld a few
years ago were also a residual
concern for some Swedish Club
directors.

Skuld remains the most merg-
er-minded of the P&I clubs de-
spite recent events amounting to
the third rebuff by the Swedish
Club.

It was Skuld that made the ap-
proach to the Swedish Club with
the Norwegian mutual preferring
Gothenburg as the location for the
headquarters and senior manage-
ment.

There were tentative discus-
sions about a merger or opportu-
nities for co-operation between
Skuld and the Norwegian Hull
Club immediately before the
Swedish Club debacle but these
are unlikely to be revived.

If the argument that Skuld and
the Swedish Club could benefit
from economies of scale was cor-
rect, it is equally true of a number
of other smaller clubs.

But it is equally possible that
larger clubs could consolidate
such as the proposed deal be-
tween the Britannia and Standard
clubs that was proposed and fell
apart in 1999.
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MERGER MATTERS

Skuld
jilted
again
A Norwegian P&I mutual has been left
in the lurch by its Swedish suitor for the
third time.

SKULD REBUFFED:An enthusiast in costume as the archetypal jilted bride, Miss Havisham, from the novel “Great Ex-
pectations” by Charles Dickens, at the annual Dickens Festival in the UK Photo: Scanpix
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PASSENGERSHIPS 

Big hike in store
 
Passengership 
owners are facing a 
60% to 100% rise 
in P&I reinsurance. 
Jim Mulrenan London 

SPIRALLING REINSURANCE COSTS:The 95,000-gt “Norwegian Pearl” (built 2006) passes a high-voltage line over the river Ems near Weener on its passage from
 
Meyer Werft in Papenburg to the North Sea. Photo: Scanpix
 

The long, slow build-up to imple
mentation of the 2002 protocol to 
the Athens Convention will hit 
shipowners in their pockets in 
just one month’s time. 

Details are only now being 
agreed but the cost of protection
and-indemnity (P&I) reinsurance 
cover for cruiseships and passen
ger ferries is set to rise by be
tween $0.50 and $0.60 per gross 
ton, or 62.5% to 75%. 

The much higher compensa
tion limits for passengers who are 
killed or injured at sea under the 
Athens protocol have been the 
trigger for a radical rethink of the 
contribution paid by owners of 
different types of vessels. 

But the dramatically higher 
premiums paid for passenger-
ships are unlikely to be balanced 
by much or even any reduction in 
the reinsurance costs of other ves
sels such as crude tankers, prod
ucts tankers, containerships, 
bulkers or other “dry” ships. 

A further controversial conse
quence of the Athens protocol is 
that cover for passenger claims is 
set to be cut to a maximum of 
$2bn from the $5.5bn currently 
available for most types of P&I 
claims. Cover for a catastrophic 
people tragedy falls to a maxi
mum of $3bn when crew claims 
are included. 

Owners of passengerships will 
therefore be paying significantly 
more for less. Real money will be 
paid out to cover the very remote 
risk of a catastrophe on a more 
tragic scale than that of the Titan
ic. 

The P&I clubs that cur
rently buy reinsurance up ple, $400m at the time of 
to just over $2bn plan to the Exxon Valdez spill in 
buy an extra $1bn of cov the late 1980s. 
er from next month’s re- The consequences of 
newal. The decision to passengership operators 
buy the extra cover is de- being left with unin
signed to reduce expo sured liabilities above 
sure to an overspill claim $2bn are hard to predict. 
beyond the existing rein- Will cruise and ferry 
surance that could well groups carry this risk on 
lead to cash calls on their balance sheets, seek 
shipowners worldwide. to buy commercial-mar-

It appears the addition- COCKTAIL TIME ket cover or even set up a 
al reinsurance contribu- ON THE “COLOR specialised excess liabil
tions collected from pas- FANTASY” ity insurer? 
sengership owners will be Photo: Scanpix For Royal Caribbean’s 
used to pay for the $1bn 3,634-passenger Free-
of overspill cover on the basis dom of the Seas (built 2006), a 
that claims at this level are most full Athens protocol claim not in-
likely to arise from a disaster in- volving negligence could reach 
volving the loss of large numbers $1.35bn, while if negligence was 
of people, although other cata- a factor, the amount could rise to 
strophic scenarios are possible over $2bn with the loss of a hull 

such as lethal contamination of a 
food cargo or a ship exploding in 
a port city. 

Pressure for a restriction on 
cover for people claims has come 
from cargoship owners, particu
larly Greek, who have been con
cerned that the high compensa
tion limits of the Athens protocol 
could put the entire P&I system at 
risk. 

There is also a precedent in 
that cover for oil-pollution claims 
have been limited for many years 
by the P&I clubs. The limit is cur
rently $1bn but was much lower 

in the past — for exam-

and crew claims adding well over 
$1bn to the total bill. 

The same owner’s Project Gen
esis newbuilding on order at Aker 
Yards for delivery in 2009 will be 
able to carry 5,400 passengers so 
the limits rise to $2bn and 
$3.2bn, respectively, with the 
hull value another $1bn and crew 
claims again on top. 

Ferries could produce claims 
on almost the same scale with the 
3,000-passenger Color Fantasy 
(built 2004) trading between Oslo 
and Kiel producing maximum 
no-fault and with-negligence pas
senger claims of $1.1bn and 
$1.8bn, respectively. 

The Freedom of the Seas and 
Color Fantasy are the biggest 
cruise and ferry vessels afloat so 
potential claims are correspond
ingly at the top of the range but 
even for vessels of more conven
tional size the amounts are very 
large. 

Owners of cruiseships and pas
senger ferries currently pay a P&I 
reinsurance cost of $0.8006 per gt. 
A $0.50 rise would raise the rein
surance costs of the 160,000-gt 
Freedom of the Seas by more than 
$77,000 per year to over $200,000 
per year or of the 75,000-gt ferry 
Color Fantasy (built 2004) by over 
$37,000 per year to in excess of 
$97,000 per year. Costs for aver
agely sized cruiseships or ferries 
would be about half the above fig
ures. 

The P&I clubs’ own retained 
premiums are on top and passen
gership owners will in due course 
also face a bill of something un
der $0.10 per passenger day to get 
the terrorism cover required by 
the Athens protocol. 

The cruise market generates 
sufficient revenue for even a 
stinging increase in reinsurance 

costs to be absorbed and compa
nies like Carnival Crop and Royal 
Caribbean have the resources to 
address such uninsured liabili
ties. 

But these costs and liabilities 
will fall equally on the ferry mar
ket including operators of short 
crossings, where fare levels can 
be relatively low. 
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